The FDP is aimed at setting a platform for Academicians, Research Scholars, Industry experts, and students for sharing knowledge and exchanging information on the theme.

Academic and Industry experts have consented to deliver talks.

The main objective of this FDP is to stimulate and facilitate active exchange, interaction, and comparison of approaches, methods, and ideas related to diverse areas of Web Intelligence.

### FDP Highlights

#### Broad Area of the Topic

Web Intelligence, Web content mining, Web structure mining, models, Web usage mining, Web services in Ubiquitous computing, Knowledge representation, Web intelligence on social web, Ontology, Methontology, etc.

### External Resource Person(s) Consented

- Dr. Y Narahari, CSA-IISc, B’lore
- Dr. Sethu D Sudarsan – R & D, ABB
- Mr. T Sabapathy – VP-Ninestars
- Dr. Ashok Rao, IISc, B’lore
- Dr. Sateesh Kannegala, CSI

- Prof. Boby John, ISI, B’lore
- Mr. Madhusudan Mahale, Head, Teamchat
- Mr. Ashok Sharma, CTO, QoS Tech
- Dr. Mandar R MutalikDesai, Sr. Scientist, IBM
- Mr. Gautham Pai, Founder Director, Jnan Prapthi

### Registration

- **Last Date for Registration**: 23-06-2016
- Registration on FCFS basis for Limited seats
- Download Registration form from: www.rvce.edu.in

### Registration Fee (including 15% Service Tax)

- Faculty from Teaching Fraternity: Rs. 2,875/-
- Research Scholar / PG Student: Rs. 1,725/-
- Practicing Professional: Rs. 4,600/-

---

Who can Register: Faculty, Research Scholars, Postgraduate students who are interested in pursuing research.

All payments in the form of local Cheque / DD in favor of "PRINCIPAL, RVCE-TEQIP" payable at Bangalore.

For further communication contact:

- **Dr. Shantharam Nayak** (FDP Coordinator)
  - Professor, Dept. of Information Science & Engineering
  - R.V. College of Engineering
  - 8th Mile Mysore Road, Bengaluru – 560059.
  - Ph: 080-67178086,8091,8343.
  - Email: merinmeleet@rvce.edu.in; www.rvce.edu.in
TEQIP – II Initiative

Faculty Development Programme[FDP] On

Theme: “Advances in Web Intelligence Techniques”

27th June 2016 to 2nd July 2016

Jointly Organized by

Departments of ISE & CSE & MCA

Host: Department of Information Science and Engineering
R.V. College of Engineering, Bengaluru – 560059.
(Autonomous Institution affiliated to VTU, Belagavi)

Registration Form

Name: ............................................................................................................... Designation:.................................................................

Industry / Research / Faculty: ........................................ Organization:.................................................................

Mailing Address: .................................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................................................

Gender: □ M □ F Category: □ GM □ SC □ ST □ OTHERS

Phone No:.............................. Mobile No:.............................. E-mail:.................................................................

Registration Fee details:

Amount (in Rs.): ............... DD No........ /Date: ............... Name of the Bank ...............

Signature of Participant Signature of Head of the Department / Institution

With seal

Date: .............................. Place: .................................................................

Note:-

➢ All payments in the form of local Cheque / DD in favor of “PRINCIPAL, RVCE-TEQIP” payable at Bangalore.

➢ Registration on First Come First Served (FCFS) basis for Limited seats only.

➢ Last date for Registration: 23-06-2016; Send scanned copy of DD & filled Registration form.

Send your registration to:

Dr. Shantharam Nayak (FDP Coordinator )
Professor, Dept. of Information Science & Engineering
R.V. College of Engineering,
8th Mile Mysore Road, Bengaluru – 560059.
Ph: 080- 67178086,8091,8343.
Email: merinmeeleet@rvce.edu.in; www.rvce.edu.in

Registration Fee (Including 15% Service Tax)
Faculty from Teaching fraternity: Rs. 2,875/-
Research Scholar / PG Student : Rs. 1,725/-
Practicing Professional: Rs. 4,600/-